
 

The Rubber & Resin Specialists 
Resin Coatings  

QTECT 

QTect is a high build, heavy duty,  

solvent free, two pack epoxy coating.  

The average thickness of two coats is  

approximately 0.5mm, well over 4 

times the thickness of normal types of 

epoxy coatings. QTect is chemical  

resistant as well as being food contact 

approved. Easily applied by roller, 

brush or spray. Q/TECT fulfils  

requirements superbly in most  Food 

Processing and Factory Areas, Toilet 

Blocks, Showrooms etc. QTect is also 

available in a highly effective, hard 

wearing, anti-skid surface. 

QSHIELD SF 
Designed for application in medium 

duty areas such as bakeries, car parks, 

aircraft hangars, pig pens, plant rooms 

and generally where an easy clean, 

anti-skid surface is required. Also  

designed as a hard wearing, anti-slip 

finish for vehicle decks. Resistant to 

hot water and steam cleanable, 

 general resistance to light chemical 

attacks makes this polyurethane floor 

coating low maintenance yet long 

lasting. Available in a range of colours 

to suit preferences with anti-skid  

options. 

PREPARATION 
All surfaces should be dry, clean and grease free before any application of Quattro’s resins. Chemical etching, machine grinding or 
blasting is recommended for any contaminated areas.  
 
MIXING AND APPLICATION 
1/. Mix all the hardener into the base resin container and stir well for three to four minutes. 
2/. Apply first coat of Q/TECT onto prepared  surface with roller, cut in to edges with a brush or radiator roller. 
3/. Wait until coating is dry and repeat with second coat. 
4/. We recommend that larger areas be applied with a roller to keep application time to a minimum. 

COVERTECT PC 
Covertect PC is a flexible but highly 

abrasion resistant polyurethane floor 

sealant for application onto concrete, 

wood, grano and composition flooring, 

A 2 pack chemically reacted system 

with a longer working life than most 

twin pack resin coatings. Can be  

applied by brush or roller and has a 6 

hour cure time. With high strength and 

wear capabilities it can withstand daily 

use of trucks, stackers, cars etc. Gloss 

finish with smooth and anti-skid  

versions available.  

See colour chart for standard options. 

Features & Benefits  

 Protects concrete from oil and chemical spillages  

 High build with excellent wear resistance  

 100% solids  

 Easy application - no need for solvent/thinners  

 Gloss, easy to clean finish  

 Non-dusting  

 Slip-resistant options available  

 Nonyl phenol free - reduced hazard  

MEDIUM BUILD  LOW BUILD  HIGH BUILD  

Areas of use 

 Garages 

 Stores 

 Dairies 

 Workshops 

 Factories 

 Loading bays 

 Toilets/shower blocks 

 Breweries  

Q/shield SF is not 100% colour fast 

and may yellow over time. The rate of 

change will depend on UV light and 

heat levels and cannot be predicted. 

This will be more pronounced with 

lighter colours and does not   

compromise the product’s performance 

or chemical resistance characteristics.  
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